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Electoral Wing of DiEM25 Independent of the DiEM25 Movement in Membership, Action and Organization, But Obliged to its Manifesto - and called The European Wing

This Proposal aims to free action of a political party to overcome traditional party democracy and national thinking and to gain transparency and personal political responsibility in all common affairs of the European citizens. The main elements of The European Wing are Members independent of membership in the DiEM25 Movement, Local Wing groups with self-governance that elect two speakers and send to the Regional Wing assembly - a woman and a man, Regional Wing groups with self-governance that every year elect two speakers and send to the European Wing assembly - a woman and a man, The European Wing Assembly itself, Online publication of all matter dealt in the Local, Regional and European assemblies, respectively, and of all speakers to all European citizens to guarantee transparency, operational offices of the assemblies in the three levels. As an aspect of their operational freedom and responsibility the assemblies may create local and regional arms and coalitions to act in elections and in all kind of political chambers.

The question to vote is: Do you want a DiEM25 electoral party as outlined above?

Explanatory notes: Due to differences between environments and laws in political bodies and in the public the party congregations have to act due to their legal and social settings and are bound to them. The Movement and its members may freely think, decide and claim due to their own humanity. They are not bound to electoral arithmetic gathering more and more votes.

So, there are really two wings - the party and the movement - acting independently in their corresponding fields but - I do hope - in the spirit of the DiEM25 Manifesto. This construction may be more effective and gets more progression than to bind the members of the movement to the tactical requirements of the party members to make votes and vice versa to oblige the party members to movement goals that may stand far away in the future.

This “two ways one goal” may strengthen the responsibility of all the people that are involved in the European grow-up. Action and responsibility of the speakers has to be fixed in detail. Their function is to communicate with the public and with the assembly they are sent to.

Theoretical foundation may be found in https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niklas_Luhmann#Systems_theory, practical application in http://www.jofreeman.com/joreen/tyranny.htm. It is important for transparent and congruent action of the society having a woman and a man that responsibly answer each question hard and fast. My DSC is limited by members and time to discuss. At this date we are not able to formulate a well-balanced and condensed proposal to the CC.

Therefore, I indicated to our members that I will write this proposition.